Dear Anthony,

At the close of another year, we would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and wish you and your family a very happy, healthy holiday and a prosperous New Year!

Please click the link below, which will take you to the resources page on our website where you can click on the Year-end Tax Planning line to get a copy of our On-Line Tax Planning Guide for strategies to reduce your taxes.

We are looking for more good clients, and since we are expanding, we would appreciate your referrals!

Forward this email to friends and family; it entitles them to a complimentary consultation.

The partners and staff of Couto DeFranco, P.A.
December 31 - Deadline for paying expenses you want to be able to deduct on your 2014 income tax return.

WHAT'S NEW IN TAXES

Take advantage of the 2014 gift tax rules

Are you ready for the gift-giving season? It may already have arrived, at least from a tax perspective. Between now and December 31, you can take advantage of this year’s gift tax rules as part of your year-end planning.

Here are two ways to transfer assets:

* The annual exclusion. You can give up to $14,000 to anyone, gift-tax-free, this year. You and your spouse can combine your individual annual exclusions and make gifts of up to $28,000 to a single recipient.

Some gifts have special rules.

IF YOU LIKE US...."Like us" on Facebook! We will be posting up-to-date information and deadlines.

Know which dependents will cut your tax bill

For any number of reasons, you could find yourself opening your home to relatives in need. In some cases, the guests could become fairly permanent occupants.

Who can be claimed as a dependent at tax filing time?

Suppose that your nephew and his six-year old daughter lived with you for nine months during the current year. Can you claim them as dependents?

There are five basic tests that have to be met to claim someone as a dependent:

1. Generally, the dependent must have earned less than $3,950 in 2014.

2. You must have provided over one-half the dependent’s support for the year.

3. The dependent must not file a joint return with a spouse, except to claim a refund.

4. A number of specified relatives can be claimed as dependents (but the children of your sibling's children are not on that list). If the individual is not among the specified relatives, he or she must have lived in your home as a member of the household for
For instance, education and medical expenses that you pay directly to the respective providers do not reduce your annual exclusion.

* The lifetime exclusion. Through December 31, you can make lifetime gifts of up to $5,340,000 without paying gift tax. The reason: This is the basic lifetime estate and gift tax exclusion, which will change beginning next year due to an annual inflation adjustment.

Under current law, the basic exclusion is the sum of gifts you make during your lifetime and the assets you leave to your heirs at your death. In 2014, that amount can be as high as $5,340,000 before estate or gift tax applies. When you're married, you can double the exclusion, to a maximum of $10,680,000.

Gift-giving is a valuable estate planning tool. Please call to schedule an appointment for discussing these or other types of giving, including charitable gifts and gifts made in trust.

5. Certain U.S. citizenship and/or residency tests must be met by the dependent.

If all five tests are met, you can claim your nephew as a dependent. However, your nephew's daughter can't be claimed since she misses the relationship test and did not live with you for the entire year.

If you have questions about dependents and your particular situation, please contact us.

Get ready for 2014 Form 1099 filing

While you're wrapping up 2014, give yourself the gift of reduced stress in the new year by getting a head start on January's information reporting responsibilities. Here are some preliminary steps to take.

* Review your general ledger. Even if you've already identified "1099 vendors" in your payables system, review current-year expenses to make sure no new or infrequent payments have been overlooked. For example, it's easy to forget that fees totaling $600 or more paid to your attorney during the year must be reported on Form 1099-MISC, even if the attorney's practice operates as a corporation.

* Verify vendor information. Check your files for up-to-date Forms W-9, the form you use to request a vendor's federal taxpayer identification number (TIN). In general, you should have Form W-9 on file for each vendor who provides services, even if the transaction is a one-time event. Why? Filing "mismatched" Forms 1099 - where the combination of name and TIN do not match IRS
NEW BUSINESS: December tax moves to consider for your business

2014 is winding down, but you still have time to wrap up business tax strategies before December 31. Here are five to put on your list.

* Make capital contributions if necessary. When you have losses in your Subchapter S corporation, the amount you can deduct on your personal tax return may be restricted. That’s because losses are limited to your basis. Injecting capital or making a direct loan to your business before year-end can help increase your basis.

* Review inventory. Remove obsolete, unsalable, or damaged items to reduce your year-end inventory balance.

You obviously won’t know the dollar amount to report on the 1099s until after year-end. But you can start to assemble the list of recipients, verify whether they’re a corporation, and obtain their taxpayer ID information. Ideally you would have a process to collect this information when a new contract is signed. But if not, December is a perfect time to do the groundwork. Then you might have one less crash project at the end of January. Contact our office if you need more information on your 1099 reporting requirements.

Questions to ask before you invest in a stock

Studies have reported that the average investor spends more time planning a vacation than investigating the stock that he is about to purchase. While that might sound foolish, it’s more fun to page through a brochure for beachfront hotels in Aruba than to study an annual report. But not all of the research has to take considerable time or effort. In fact, many of the questions that you should ask are relatively simple. Here are just a few:

* What does the company do, and how does it make money? If you don’t know what the company does, you begin at a distinct disadvantage. If you’re familiar with the company and how it actually generates income, you’ll have a better understanding of potential risks.
Donating inventory to qualified charities may result in an enhanced deduction.

* Establish a retirement plan. December 31 is the last day to set up certain retirement plans in order to take a deduction on your 2014 return.

What if you like the idea but will be a little short of cash this month? In some cases, you can wait until the due date of your tax return, including extensions, to make the actual contribution - and still claim a deduction in the current year.

* Pay health insurance premiums. When you own more than 2% of your S corporation, premiums you pay personally for your health and long-term care insurance must be reimbursed to you in order to get the most benefit. When accounted for properly, premiums are included on your Form W-2 as wages, and are deductible on your individual income tax return whether you itemize or not.

* Update corporate minutes. Document the reasons for business decisions, such as why you chose a salary level, or your approval of an expense reimbursement plan.

* Is the company growing? The stock you select will have a better chance of increasing in value if the company is expanding. Look for some indication that company profits are on the rise.

* How will this investment make you money? It isn’t solely a function of stock price. The company may also pay dividends that will give you an immediate return on your investment should the stock price lag and will provide for an even greater return should the stock price rise.

* How is the company doing relative to its competition? Compare the revenues and expenses of your company with others in the industry in order to benchmark performance.

* Is cash flowing in or out of the company? The company might be playing fast and loose with its earnings, but it’s more difficult to finagle bank balances. Some companies that post positive earnings are actually losing money when you count the cash.

* Is the company mired in debt? When interest rates increase, higher debt costs will cut into future earnings. Too much debt is risky and greatly decreases the company’s margin for error.

If you take the time to answer these important questions before buying, your investment decisions will be more firmly grounded.

The information contained in this newsletter is of a general nature and should not be acted upon in your specific situation without further details and/or professional assistance. For more information on anything in the Online Advisor, or for assistance with any of your tax or business concerns, contact our office.

We hope you found this information helpful. Call today to schedule your appointment to start getting into financial shape!

973.325.3370

Sincerely,
EXCITING COUTO DEFRANCO NEWS:
We’ve been recognized as "Top Wealth Managers in NJ"

(FOR 2nd YEAR IN A ROW!!)

Nelson Couto and Anthony DeFranco honored with a recognition by NJ Monthly Magazine in its selection of "Top Wealth Managers In NJ 2015"
Monthly magazine January 2014. Out of the 3315 wealth managers in New Jersey who were seriously considered for the award, 646 were named. Couto and DeFranco represent less than 1 percent of the eligible Wealth Managers in the New Jersey.

"We are delighted to be acknowledged as a Five Star Wealth Manager by New Jersey Monthly, and proud that the work we have done for our clients has been recognized," says Anthony DeFranco.

Couto and DeFranco are recognized as leaders in the field of wealth management, where they combine their CFP® knowledge with over 25 years as being CPAs to help their clients with their wealth management and tax planning needs, along with helping them with their financial goals and aspirations.

They believe the best way to help clients reach their financial goals is simple: to listen. "It is important to listen to where they are today and where they want to be tomorrow," says Nelson Couto. The partners feel that clients are paying them for their knowledge—both as NJ Certified Public Accountants and Certified Financial Planners®—so it is their responsibility to develop a financial plan that is sound, objective and honest. This model has been their secret to success.
Starting a business? Tax Questions? Need Financial Planning?

Print out this certificate for a complimentary one-hour consultation.

COUTO DEFRANCO, P.A.

Couto DeFranco, P.A. provides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, and does not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax advice, accounting services, investment advice, or professional consulting of any kind. The information provided herein should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Before making any decision or taking any action, you should consult a professional adviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your particular situation. Tax articles in this e-newsletter are not intended to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding accuracy-related penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The information is provided “as is,” with no assurance or guarantee of completeness, accuracy, or timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose.